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Abstract Earth Orbit (GEO) or other circular operational orbits. We
have explored the optimal combination of technologies,

The concept of a Solar Electric Orbital Transfer vehicle parameters, and mission parameters that will
Vehicle (SEOTV) has been shown to be an attractive produce the SEOTV system with the highest payoff"4 .
option for decreasing the cost of payload delivery to high The analysis of such a system presents a number of
energy orbits, particularly when using a hydrogen arcjet difficulties. Unlike chemical upper-stage designs, both
propulsion system. Although the high specific impulse of engine size and trip time become additional unknowns in
the arcjet reduces the propellant mass, the low density of mission calculations. Factors such as radiation
hydrogen will still require a fairly large propellant tank. characterization and subsequent power degradation,
This paper shows that with existing fairings, the volume of shadow, and steering requirements impose more variables
the vehicle rather than its mass capability is the limiting to the solutions.
factor on ultimate payload mass. To assess the effect of
fairing volume limits, we have used an expert-system McDonnell Douglas has examined the SEOTV
based optimization code to produce a series of vehicle mission and vehicle design issues both parametrically and
designs for several existing and potential upgrade fairings by using higher fidelity design and analysis codes. Figures
for the Delta 2 and Atlas 2AS launch vehicles. Our results of merit have included high payload fraction, short trip
have shown that 1) a larger Delta fairing is required to time, and minimal cost. A consensus among all results
produce the appropriate economic payoffs, and 2) indicates a preference for the use of hydrogen propellant
designing a SEOTV system for the existing Atlas "Large" in an arcjet propulsion system,' 3'5. A hydrogen system
4 meter fairing results in a feasible and economically extends the launch capacity of existing ELVs, such as
attractive launch system. Delta or Atlas, into the next higher payload class in the

most cost effective manner. Generally, minimum cost is
Introduction achieved using the full mass lift capability of the ELV to

the initial SEOTV orbit.
Increased competition in the international launch

vehicle market requires that today's US launch fleet Although the use of advanced propulsion hydrogen
reduce the cost of delivering payloads to orbit. Reducing system considerably reduces the mass of the propellant,
space transportation costs will imply reducing upper stage the density is much lower than that of solid motors or even
costs, booster stage costs, and mission operational costs. LOX/LH2 upper stages. Because of the propellant density
In particular, reducing upper stage costs will enable users issue, the volume of the SEOTV stage relative to the ELV
of certain payload classes to downsize their required fairing becomes an important consideration, perhaps more
current or planned boosters. This can result in a significant important than the mass capacity of the ELV. This paper
cost savings, will present the effects of applying packaging

considerations to the SEOTV design and their
The use of advanced propulsion upper stages on implications for optimum technology and mission

current expendable launch vehicles (ELVs) has been selection. Important factors are the use of solid hydrogen
explored as an approach to reducing the cost of payload propellant storage as opposed to liquid storage6, the
delivery. One such candidate is a Solar Electric Orbital possible use of "stretched" payload fairings, and the
Transfer Vehicle (SEOTV). McDonnell Douglas has selection of the power system. Analyses were conducted
studied the feasibility of this approach for the transfer of using a state-of-the-art expert-system design package that
payloads from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to Geosynchronous integrates multiple design packages and applies interactive
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synthesis combined with non-linear numerical be flat-fold arrays, but an option exists to select alternate
optimization algorithms. Packaging algorithms consider configurations such as a rolled array similar to the Hubble
propellant volume, tank design, propulsion system stowed configuration. Preliminary studies indicated that
packaging, power system stowage, and the configuration the tank height limit is generally the design driver for a
of the payload. volume constrained vehicle. As a result, the maximum

tank diameter possible is desired to reduce the required
Aproach tank height for a given payload volume. This resulted in

our conceptual array storage configuration consisting of
In order to assess the impact of volume on vehicle the stowed arrays sitting above the tank. There is currently

design, a simple yet comprehensive method of modeling insufficient design information to properly trade position
was required. The vehicle was divided into five major of the stowed arrays, but sufficient flexibility has been
subsystems for volume calculation, namely the stowed retained in the models to explore this in more detail. The
solar arrays, the spacecraft bus, the propellant tank, the arrays are attached to the spacecraft bus.
propulsion system and the payload. The combined volume
of these five subsystems can then be compared with the The spacecraft bus is space reserved to include power
available fairing volume. We have used our expert system- system electronics, avionics, batteries, and support and
based design tool, called the Optimized Advanced System deployment structure for the arrays. The spacecraft bus is
Integration and Simulation (OASIS) code, to optimize modeled as a cylindrical section which does not vary as a
vehicle mass and cost relative to vehicle parameters and function of vehicle parameters. Likewise, the propulsion
fairing selection. In this section, the volume models are subsystem, which includes thrusters, power processing
detailed, the fairing options are presented, and the OASIS units, propellant feed and control lines, is also a fixed-
code and methodology are explained, height cylindrical volume.

Modeling The tank size is calculated from the propellant mass.
Donabedian 7 presents a series of models for cryogenic

As shown in Figure 1, the SEOTV stage is divided fluid storage systems. We have used the cylindrical tank
into five major subsystems. For illustration purposes, the model with elliptical endcaps to size the SEOTV tank.
vehicle is depicted in a Delta 10 foot diameter fairing. Additional factors have been applied to account for ullage

and tank insulation. The tank height is added to the height
The stowed arrays are shown packaged at the top of of the propulsion system cylinder to determine the

the vehicle, extending generally to the tip of the launch location of the top of the tank.
vehicle fairing. The arrays are assumed, for this paper, to

The final aspect of the volume modeling is the
payload. Payload volume is calculated from payload mass

Payload assuming an average density for the payload. A payload
Envelope density of 285 kg/m3 was chosen to be representative of a

Spa payload in the year 2000+ time frame. Based on this
Bus r  payload density, the calculated payload volume is added to

Sthe volume for the stowed array and then compared with
the fairing shape to determine where the payload interface

Sstation will sit. The height of the payload bus cylinder is
then subtracted from this station to determine an absolute
upper limit for the position of the top of the propellant

trope a nt tank. This tank position limit is compared with the actual
nk position of the top of the tank. Using the OASIS code as

owed Amy described below, the user can impose a design constraint
e A limiting the actual position of the top of the tank to be at or

below this limit.

Propulsion Fairine ODtions
Subsystem

The fundamental trade which must be assessed when
Figure 1. Stowed SEOTV Schematic Illustrates Division of evaluating the effect of SEOTV volume constraints isSubsystems In Volume Model whether the SEOTV should be redesigned to fit the fairing

or the fairing redesigned to fit the SEOTV. The use of the
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Table 1. fairing is estimated based on numbers included in the final

Ma reports from the NASA study.

Vehicle Status Fairing Penalty
kg (bs) For both the Delta and Atlas vehicles, the cost of the

Delta II 7925 different fairing options is neglected because accurate cost
existing 9models encompassing fairing development and

existing 9.5 ft 0
deployment costs were not available. Instead, an

edisting 122 (270) allowable cost for the new fairing options is calculated
potential 10 t - 5 ftstretch 175(385)* from the payoff resulting from its larger size. This is
potential 4m 250(550)* shown in the Results section of this paper.

Atlas 2AS

existing Medium 0 OASIS Code

existing Large 140 (310)sting Lare This study was performed using a McDonnell
potential Stretch Large 200 (440) Douglas-developed OASIS design code9" 0. OASIS is a

tool conceived to provide a total engineering design

*Mass penalty estimated environment. It is capable of taking system concepts from
analysis and optimization through prototype testing and

expert system design tool addresses the first of these two control. The tool is equipped with an advanced graphical

solutions. In order to address the second, we have user interface, an expert system, object-oriented

included a range of payload fairings, some existing and programming, and non-linear system optimization tools.

some potential concepts. The first two choices for both the The OASIS tool aids the user in specifying the problem

Delta and Atlas are existing fairing designs described in then runs a series of analysis codes of varying complexity

detail in the appropriate launch vehicle user's manual. in concert with a non-linear optimizer to produce sets of
optimally designed vehicles. Finally, the OASIS expert

For the Delta vehicle, we have included two options system aids in validating and sorting the results.

for larger fairings. It must be emphasized that these
fairings are concepts only and have not been validated by Figure 2 shows an example of a typical user interface

our Delta launch vehicle engineering staff. The first to the OASIS code. The interface allows the user to select

option, labeled 10 ft -- 5 ft stretch, is a modification of the mission parameters such as launch vehicle and orbit

existing 10 ft diameter fairing involving the insertion of an transfer parameters. The user can select parameters only at

additional 5 ft high cylindrical section. Although this the top level and allow the expert system to configure the

concept is under study under contract to NASA Lewis analysis with appropriate defaults. The option also exists

Research Center (LeRC), the full impact of this fairing to specify the mission in greater detail. In Figure 2, the

modification was not available to us for this volume study. launch vehicle fairing selection menu has been displayed

Instead, we have estimated the penalty to the launch allowing the user to change the fairing from the default. In

vehicle curve, as shown in Table 2, based on the trends of this case, OASIS allows the user to further examine the

existing fairings. The 4 meter fairing option is a concept assumptions which go into the fairing selection by

for a completely redesigned fairing which is choosing the view fairing option, as shown in Figure 3.

representative of the theoretical maximum fairing
diameter for a Delta 2 based on launch vehicle designer After the vehicle and mission options are configured,

rules-of-thumb. Again, the impact on the Delta vehicle has the concept definition is accomplished by the interactive

not been assessed so a place holder penalty has been execution of a series of analysis codes. Generally, these

estimated to modify the vehicle throw weight capability, codes have short execution times and the bulk of the time
requirements on the engineer would be associated with

The Atlas vehicle also has two existing and managing the input and output and transferring it between

documented options, labeled simply as the Medium and codes. The OASIS tool supplies a method to automate the

Large fairings. The third fairing option was derived by interfacing of the codes. The linked codes can be run

General Dynamics from the current Atlas Large fairing. either in a single pass or iteratively by an optimization

This was also done under a contract from NASA-LeRC algorithm. With the optimization algorithm, an SEOTV

which was to explore an Atlas-launched SEOTV system. vehicle can be designed either to be minimum cost,

The Atlas stretch is achieved by augmenting the maximum payload, or optimized to virtually any other

cylindrical portion of the fairing by attaching a second performance parameter. This optimization occurs subject

section of the same size. The mass penalty for such a to a set of limits, conditions or constraints. For example, a
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minimum cost design is calculated for a vehicle that is
capable of carrying a specific payload and meeting Unconstrained Propellant Mass

specific trip time requirements. This paper presents results 2500 - ==: Proplant Mas Constrant

for runs made when the volume constraint, as described in
the previous section, is applied.

2000

The OASIS expert system is employed further to
interpret the results returned by the analysis codes and the
optimization algorithm. As a rule, a gradient-based 1500
numerical optimization algorithm will only find local
optima, which may not correspond to the global optimum. e
Further, the integration of many analysis codes, and 1000 i S8.--- --. a.....
particularly the use of lookup tables to determine the ***s
atmospheric drag and the radiation environments, can LH2 Storage

produce a non-smoothness in the results which can create soo -
false local minima. The expert system graphically aids the 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
user in interpreting these results and will rerun a particular Payload to GEO [kga
problem setup if necessary.

Study Assumptions Figure 4. Propellant Mass Is Volume Lmited by the 10 foot
Diameter Delta 2 Fairing Constraints

McDonnell Douglas has been studying the feasibility
and application of an SEOTV under contract and under
Internal Research and Development (IRAD) funds. The payload masses. The lower line shows the lt imposed
baseline vehicle and propulsion technology assumptions by the fairing on propellant mass. The slope of the

are not detailed in this paper, but have been reported propellant constraint is decreasing with increasing
elsewhere 23. Essentially, performance parameters for payload. This is a result of the increasing volume of the

subsystem technologies are projected to levels larger mass payloads. The shape of the upper curve is
reresentatie of the net decae determined by the mass limit of the expendable vehicle.

representative of the next decade.
Figure 5 illustrates this trend by showing how the SEOTV

Results mass breakdown varies with payload. If the payload is
relatively light, such as the 1200 kg payload in Figure 5,

The results for this study will be presented first for an then the combined SEOTV and payload mass will be less

SEOTV launched on a Delta 2 launch vehicle and then for than the total capacity of the Delta launch vehicle. The

an Atlas 2AS launched SEOTV. Resultant cost curves specific impulse (Isp) of the engine is kept low to

show what different design-to-cost SEOTV stages would mnmize the size of the power system. As paylod is

cost as a function of payload. These costs are compared to increased (1303 and 1460 kg), the requred additional
thrust is achieved by increasing propellant and power,launch services prices for similar payload ranges using thrust acheved and ower

existing expendable launch vehicles. The Delta 2 launched whle keeping Isp low. This can contnue until the

SEOTV will be in competition with the Atlas family of maximum mass capability of the launch vehicle is

vehicles, whereas the Atlas 2AS launched SEOTV will reached. At this point (1500 kg and higher), to achieve a

compete with the Titan family of launch vehicles, higher payload, the amount of propellant used must be
reduced. To do this, Isp is raised resulting in a sharper

Delta Launched SEOTV increase in power system and other auxiliary subsystem
masses. Propellant mass can continue to be traded for

The smallest Delta fairing, the 9.5 ft diameter, was addtional payload untilthe aximum performance of the

found to be of insufficient size to carry the large Atlas 2AS engine is reached. As the power increasesthe cost of the
vehicle also rises sharply.payloads and has not been included. Instead, the first set of vehcle also ses

results will be shown for the Delta 10 ft fairing, both In order to meet the volume requirements, the enginestandard and stretched versions. A second set of results is de to mee he vlume reuiremens, he eng
shown for the 4 meter fairing concept, must be designed to have a very high specific impulse, and

the total mass of vehicle is limited by the propellant
fraction. This results in a greatly reduced payload capacityDelta 10 ft and 10 ft Stretch. In Figure 4, two curves areractionhis result in a greatly reduced payload capacity

shown. The upper curve is the optimal propellant mass for at significantly higher costs. Figure 6 shows cost curves
a minimum cost vehicle shown as a function of different for different fairing options. The lowest cost line is the

a minimum cost vehicle shown as a function of different

5
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curve representing the standard 10 ft fairing without o04.2mana
volume constraints. When volume constraints are applied, 250
the capability of this configuration is reduced to the short, SH2 Storage
highest cost curve on Figure 6. While such an SEOTV is
still competitive with the Atlas 2A configuration, there is
no clear payoff which would provide a reason for 2a
embarking on an operational SEOTV development
program solely as an alternative to this launch vehicle"""" ..
class. It is important to note that each point along the
payload-cost curve represents an optimally designed 1
vehicle for that particular payload. The use of the OASIS 1500

code allows all the designs required to produce a set of - unconstrained Propellant Mass

results such as in Figure 6 (thousands of individual n..gme Propellant Mass Constraint

analysis runs) to be accomplished in about one day. 1

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
The results in Figure 7 show that, for the stretched

version of the 10 ft fairing, the unconstrained runs come Payload to GEO [kg]

much closer to meeting the volume constraints. Returning Igure . 5od storage of Hrogen nables Higher Density
to Figure 6, though resulting in again a reduction in Propellant Storage on Delta 2 Lquid Storage

payload and a $5-10 M cost increase, the 10 ft stretch
version of a Delta-launched SEOTV is capable of
delivering the lower end of Atlas 2AS payload regime. Particularly important on this figure is the fact that the
delivering the lower end of Atl 2 pa l a re, i m., optim al unconstrained propellant curve crosses under the
Not shown in Figure 6 but of note is that the use of larger optimal unconstrained propellant curve crosses under the

propellant limit. The implication of this is that the
fairings reduces the payload and increases the cost the propellant limit. he implication of this is that the
unconstrained payload curves. Although the constrained system is capable of lifting all of the same

unconstrained curves are not shown, this effect is payloads as the unconstrained system. Where the optimal

accounted for in the constrained curves as shown. unconstrained propellant is above the propellant limit
curve, delivering the same payload within volume

The results discussed above are based on a cryogenic constraints requires an increase in engine Isp and therefore

liquid storage of the hydrogen propellant. Although solid in power level and hence cost. These results are also

storage of hydrogen only increases the density of depicted on Figure 6. Notice that the additional overhead

hydrogen by 23%, this translates into several hundred for the solid storage and feed system lowers payload and

additional kg of propellant in such a large storage tank. raises cost, but the application of the volume constraint,

Figure 8 depicts this increased propellant capability, while raising cost, does not reduce payload. It is also clear
that when the volume limits of the 10 ft stretch fairing are
considered, solid storage of hydrogen comes out as a

-nmnd.t. clearly superior option.

250 LH2 Storage Delta 4 Meter Fairing. Figure 9, illustrates how increasing
diameter to 4 meters alleviates the volume constraints of

2000 the 10 foot fairing, even when using a liquid storage
system. As with the solid hydrogen storage configuration

Sdescribed in the previous section, the optimal
S1.500 -sss:-i.«: - i.... unconstrained propellant mass crosses under the

S'propellant limit at the upper end of the payload range.

SU P M Again, this implies that the volume constraint does not
1000 Unoraint Pro Masss decrease the payload capability of the 4-meter fairing

Delta configuration. In fact, because the upper 200 kg of

50 . .. . . . i . . . . . . . . I the payload range is unaffected by the propellant limits, as

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 seen in Figure 10, there is minimal cost impact caused by
Payload to GEO [kg] the enforcement of volume limits.

Figure 7. Delta 2 10 Foot Diameter Fairing with a Five Foot Figure 11 shows that the combination of solid
Stretch Increases Propellant Capacity hydrogen storage and the larger, 4-meter fairing eliminates

the issue of a fairing volume limit from the SEOTV design

7
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S problem. In this figure, the propellant mass upper bound
6.md. can be seen to be, for all payloads, above the

2500 LH Storage unconstrained optimum propellant. However, both the
Ssolid propellant system and the larger fairing will detract

from the payload capability of the SEOTV. Returning to
2000 m Figure 10, a liquid hydrogen storage system in a 4-meter

fairing (shown both constrained and unconstrained) is
compared on a cost basis with a solid hydrogen storage-

S1500 based system for both the 4-meter fairing and the 10 ft
stretch fairing. Recall that this last option was shown to be
the most effective option in Figure 6. Because of the

1000 Unconstrained Propellant Mass added weight of a 4-meter fairing, the smaller 10 ft
immn Propellant Mass Constraint configuration appears to have a slight payload advantage.

However the liquid storage in the 4 meter fairing shows
500 ' ' i ' ' I • • ' i . . • i , . : the highest payload capability at the lowest cost for all of

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 the Delta options. This configuration shows an
Payload to GEO fkgl approximate $5 M savings over the 10 foot stretch fairing

and can lift roughly 150 kg additional payload. This
Figure 9. Delta 2 4 Meter Fairing Allows Vehicle to Carry provides an estimate for deciding whether a new fairing isOptimum Propellant Mass for a Wide Range of Payloads warranted for the Delta vehicle, in that the fairing per

launch total (life cycle) cost must be under $5 M each.

-108.2md.b
""'*m Delta 2/SEOTV 10 ft-L SH2 Storage

$120
$ 20 : - Delta 2/SEOTV 4m SH2 Storage A

$115 - Delta 2/SEOTV 4m LH2 Storage
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o

S$105

-V $100

o $95

L 9o \

I $85 A2A .

- $80
1J

3 $75
I--

$70

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900

Payload to GEO [kg]

Figure 10. Results for Delta 2/SEOTV Launch In 4 Meter Fairing Are Compared With Those of a 10 foot Stretch Version Using SolidHydrogen Storage
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Figure 11. Using Solid Hydrogen Propellant Storage In a Figure 12. Constraints Imposed by the Atla Large Fairing
Delta 2 4 Meter Fairing Elmlinates Volume Constraints are Shown for an Atlas 2AS/SEOTV

There is an additional advantage to the use of a 4 SH2 Storage
meter fairing. The diameter of the Atlas Large (and Atlas 4000
large stretch conceptual version) is 143.7 in (3.65 m) 3750
which is very similar to the available payload envelope of
the 4 meter Delta fairing. It is anticipated that the use of a 3500
Delta 4 meter fairing would allow a combined fleet of 3250
Delta and Atlas SEOTVs with a common tank diameter.
The height of the tank would be increased for the Atlas .3000

version to accommodate the larger propellant volume 2750
required. 2502500

m Unconstrained Propellant Mass
Atlas Launched SEOTV 2250

::::::.:: Propellant Mass Constraint
2000 I - - -

The results of the Atlas Intermediate fairing are not 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000
shown. The first set of results shown is for the Atlas Large P d to EO [
fairing. These results, displayed in Figures 12 and 13, are Payload to GEO [kg
very similar to those for the stretch version of the 10 ft Figure 13. Solid Storage of Hydrogen Enables Full Range of
Delta fairing, displayed in Figures 7 and 8. Specifically, Unconstrained for Atlas 2AS/SEOTV
for a liquid hydrogen tank (Figure 12) the volume
constraint is somewhat below the optimal propellant. For a b t l s s i

because the liquid storage system is not impacted by
solid hydrogen tank (Figure 13), the unconstrainedsolid hydrogen tank (Figure 13), the unconstrained volume constraints, going to a solid storage system will
propellant curve crosses under the propellant limit. As was . rd n t. D a s n i e t t only decrease payload and increase cost. For this reason,
described in the Delta section, this implies that the no results are shown for a solid storage system packaged
application of volume constraints will not decrease the in the Atlas stretched fairing.
payload capacity of the SEOTV system for solid

hydrogen. In Figure 15, three sets of results are shown: the

Atlas Large fairing with a liquid hydrogen storage system,
Figure 14 shows that doubling the height cylindricalFigure 14 shows that doubling the height cylindrical the Large fairing with a solid hydrogen storage system,

portion of the Atlas Large fairing results in the volume and the streth ersin of te L e f g wh
and the stretch version of the Large fairing with liquid

constraint becoming completely non-binding for the hydrogen storage. As with the results for the Delta
SEOTV. This result is for the liquid storage of propellant, vehicle, there is a $5-10M cost advantage and a roughly
By referring to the results of the 4 meter fairing which adva e a

100 kg payload advantage achieved through the use of the
were portrayed in Figure 10, it can be concluded that, stretched fairing. The figure clearly shows, however, that

9
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all three configurations can be designed to have a large
LH2 Storage 7,. - cost advantage compared with the Titan launch vehicles

4750 using the IUS upper stage. The Atlas based SEOTV is also
450 ...................... ............. capable of filling some of the "gap" between Titan IV/IUS
4250 performance and the projected performance for the Titan

IV/Centaur configuration.4000
S 3750 Conclusions

S 350
S325 The OASIS expert system has been used to include

S3000 1 the effect of launch vehicle volume constraints on SEOTV
2750 cost and performance estimates. We have examined the
25 Unconstrained Propellant Mass effect of volume for both Delta- and Atlas-launched
2250 a;ss;ss;a; Propellant Mass Constraint SEOTV systems considering a range of existing and
2000 ' ' I' ' " ' • • ' ' " I ' • I ' • I potential fairings. For currently available fairings, fairing

1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 280000 30 3200 volume rather than ELV mass capability has been shown

Payload to GEO [kgl to be the design driver. Despite this design constraint, an
Atlas-launched SEOTV has been shown to have a

Figure 14. Using a Stretch Version of the Atlas Large Fairing significant potential for savings when compared toon an Atlas 2AS/SEOTV Eliminates Volume Constraints existing (Titan) launch systems.

122md.bs
$300 , Hsssi Atlas 2AS/SEOTV - LH2 constrained

Atlas 2AS/SEOTV - SH2 constrained
$275 t mnaaaaanr Atlas 2AS/SEOTV - LH2 Modiified Fairing

$250
Titan IV/Centaur

$225

$200 Titan III / IUS

$175

$150

$125

5100

1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3250 3500 3750 4000

Payload to GEO [kg]

Figure 15. A Range of Minimum Cost Design Results for Atlas 2AS/SEOTVs Are Compared With Published Performance of TitanVehicles Using the IUS Upper Stage System
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The Delta fairing must undergo a stretch or other 7. Donabedian, M. "A Computer Program for Analyses
redesign in order to make a Delta/SEOTV system capable of Cryogenic Fluid Storage Systems", AIAA Paper No.
of being competitive with the Atlas 2AS launch 87-1496, Presented to the 22nd Thermophysics
performance and cost. The effects of some sample fairing Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 1987.
redesigns as well as the effect of using solid, as opposed to 8. "Feasibility of Applying Centaur Technology to an
liquid, storage of hydrogen were determined and EOTV Propellant Storage and Management System,"
presented in terms of cost. The incremental savings Final Presentation for Contract NAS3-25972, Task Order
realized by employing the Delta 4 meter fairing option or # 7, General Dynamics, July 1992.
the Atlas stretch fairing were shown to be very similar.
The cost advantage was shown to be on the order of $5-8 9. Seaworth, G. B. et al, "Expert System Based
M and an additional 50-150 kg of payload is enabled. This Synthesis of Electric Orbital Transfer Vehicles," IAF-92-
benefit, when compared to the per-unit cost of deploying a 0842, presented to the World Space Congress, Washington
new fairing configuration, will ultimately determine the DC, September 1992.
optimal SEOTV configuration. 10. Miller, T. M., and G. B. Seaworth, "An Approach to

System Optimization for Solar Electric Orbital Transfer
m tVehicles," AIAA 93-2222, 29th Joint Propulsion

This work was in large part supported by the United Conference, Monterey, CA, June, 1993.

States Air Force under the Operational Solar Electric
Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Design Study (Contract
No. F04701-90-C-0091).

Additional data was provided under the McDonnell
Douglas Aerospace - Space Systems Internal Research
and Development (IRAD) program.
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